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Abstract: Demands on the quality of weapons systems are extremely high today. Technical
majority in weapons systems plays very important task in battle-conflicts. We could it see in
conflicts in Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, and first of all in Iraq. Consequently it is necessary to
make modernization of battle technique and create weapons systems, which use newest
knowledge in science. There are two principles for modernizing of weapons systems today.
The first principle is an old weapons system substitute with new technique, but it is very
expensive always. The second principle is: modernize weapons systems in cases, when it is
possible it to make and when it is advantageous financially.
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Pilot’s model
Modernizing of weapons systems is very important for flight technique; successfully

application in battle action of this technique can have crucial influence in the battle conflict.
Collapse in the control of the airy room of the country involves the loss of state sovereignty.
Results of my doctor thesis can be used for modernizing of the fighter F-16, which is in the
equipment of most states in NATO. The principle of this modernizing comprises the using of
adaptive flight control.
For the realization of the adaptive flight control system it is necessary to create the
model of the biological-psychic pilot’s state and the pilot’s behavior model. The creating
of both models is solved in the framework of doctoral thesis of the educational program
Military technique- electronic of the specialization Technical cybernetic and of the
specialization Command, control, informatics and robotic in the framework of the authors
doctoral thesis.
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Conception of the biological-psychical state model of the pilot
For the own realization of the biological-psychical state model it is necessary monitor

all relevant influences-external and interior, which work on psychic and physiology of the
pilot. The main demand on chosen input model variables is the good express value of such
variable about pilot‘s biological and mental state. The next demand is the good measurability
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of such input variable. Therefore were chosen input variables as gravitation overload,
vibrations, heart activity-heartbeat, and respiration activity. Further was chosen the auxiliary
variable , which can express contribution to the pilot’s stress load in combat flight. Output
variables of the model come in to pilot’s biostate recognizer.
For the description of the biological psychic pilots state was determined these three
variables:
 actual physical load P,
 actual visual load E,
 actual stress load S,
which can given a good image about mental, physical and visual pilots load in mission and
hence can be used in the application of the adaptive flight control.
These variables are considered as the output of the biological-psychic state model.
The basic structure of the pilots biological-psychic state model is given on the Fig. 1
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Basic structure of the pilot biological-psychic state model

Pilots behavior model
Designed and implemented system situation recognizer (SSR)-pilots behavior model is

a knowledge system of the production type with automated generating of the product rules,
with hierarchical structure and 3-fases inference, which makes possible to recognize the
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situation of the system with high effectiveness and credibility. Implementation structure of the
SSR is showed on the Fig. 2.
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Pilots behavior model –knowledge system

From the Fig. 2 it is evident, that the created pilot’s behavior model comes out from
the general knowledge system. There is also described used software for all parts of the ACS
model, in which is the module tested. Input and output modules are solved by means of the
direct access in the shared memory.
It is clear that the basic part of the knowledge system is its knowledge base.
The knowledge base is a declarative module of the SSR, it expresses the relationship between
input values of the measured variables and the values in the situation set. As the system it is
possible to understand a pilot, machine and their environment.
Knowledge describes possible situations it means a complex look on the actual state.
The knowledge domain describes the system, which is in general impossible to describe and
to write in the form of a causal relation. So it is necessary to choose an appropriate access,
which consists in behavior description of the system with help of the identification of the
typical sequences state changes, which are represented as procedures.
Situation is a more general term than state. It involves an actual physical state of the
pilot and his behavior, technical state of the airplane, direct and indirect external influences,
and also the state of the target environment in the executed mission. The change of the
situation is in general possible to understand as a sequence of the characteristic changes procedures. Than we can identify the behavior of the plane so, that we take these procedures
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as entities, which will be described and also will be described the relationships between these
entities.
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